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Abstract: Over the recent years, Social Robots (SRs) have become more and more prominent in 
everyday human lives. The main goal of a SR is to interact and communicate with human by 
following social behaviors and affective interaction. However, they still encounter significant 
limitations in pursuing a natural interaction, mainly due to their hard task of recognizing and 
understanding human emotions thus ensuring an appropriate response. The aim of this study was 
to enrich the SR with affective computing capability and real time assessment of the interlocutor’s 
psychophysiological state, by means of computational psychophysiology based on thermal infrared 
imaging. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the recent years, an increasing number of studies have confirmed the promise of Social 
Robots (SRs) in many applications ranging from education, health, entertainment and 
communication [1]. Focusing on the application with infants, SRs are intended to create close and 
effective interaction with the children, helping them to improve their learning capability [2]. It has 
been demonstrated that robots that exhibit appropriate emotional responses motivate the user to 
produce higher quality training data compared to users that interacted with robot with inappropriate 
or apathetic emotional responses [3]. Therefore, in this study, a novel technology, based on functional 
infrared thermal imaging (fIRI), was introduced to ensure a socially contingent interaction between 
children and robots by allowing the artificial agents to perceive the psychophysiological and 
emotional states of the child and, ideally—choose an appropriate support strategy based on it. fIRI 
allows contact-less and non-invasive recording of the cutaneous temperature through the 
measurement of the spontaneous thermal irradiation of the body [4]. By recording the dynamics of 
the facial cutaneous temperature, it is possible to assess autonomic nervous system activity and infer 
the subject’s psychophysiological or emotional state [5]. In this regard, an automatic recording of 
thermal IR imaging data and real-time processing is required. Since until now, real-time processing 
in realistic scenarios has been conducted by employing high-end thermal IR cameras [6–8], the main 
challenge that has been addressed in this study was the development of a feasible solution for 
commercial social robots, integrating consumer market technology and low-cost Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) based components. The solution, here proposed, consisted of a Computational 
Psychophysiological Module (CPM) able to assess the temperature variation in specific Region Of 
Interest (ROI) located on the children’s face, to discern the psychophysiological indicators of the 
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sympathetic/parasympathetic system’s activation and to make it available for real time classification 
of three macro-levels of their emotional engagement: positive, neutral and negative emotional 
engagement. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Participants 

The experimental session involved 17 children, aged from 4 to 5 years old. Parents were widely 
informed about the protocol and the main goal of the study. Informed consent form was signed before 
the experimental trials began. 

2.2. Materials and Data Acquisition 

The SR utilized in this study was “Mio Amico” robot, produced by ©Liscianigiochi. A mobile 
thermal imaging solution, the FLIR ONE (2nd gen), dimensions of 11.8 × 12.7 × 7.22 mm, was installed 
on the head of the robot. The FLIR ONE’s thermal imager is a Long Wavelength Infrared (LWIR) 
microbolometric camera with a resolution of 160 × 120 pixels for a horizontal FoV of 55°, a Noise 
Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD) of 100 mK, and a radiometric accuracy of +-5°C/+-5%; in 
addition to the thermal camera, the FLIR ONE includes a visible light color camera, with a resolution 
of 640 × 480. The two sensors are held in close proximity, vertically aligned, and frames are captured 
at the same time for both sensors, at a frame rate of about 9 Hz. 

2.3. Procedure 

The experimental protocol consisted of an “event related” paradigm. In detail, the events lasted 
30 s and specifically they were: i) robot telling a fairy tale, ii) robot singing a song. At the end of each 
event, the SR asked: “Did you like the fairy tale/song, do you want to listen to another one? The 
response was used as indicator of the child’s level of engagement. The type of the next event was 
chosen depending on the child’s response. Each experimental session consisted of 6 events.  

 

Figure 1. Two examples of robot and child interaction under the supervision of an adult. 

2.4. Computational Psychophysiology Module—CPM 

The CPM was dedicated to the tracking, extraction and analysis of the child’s 
psychophysiological state. The described approach relied on the visible spectrum camera to provide 
detection and localization of facial features, which were then mapped onto the thermal image 
coordinate space for the purpose of ROI localization and signal extraction over time. The coordinate 
mapping between the two cameras relied on an optical calibration procedure, which allowed the 
calculation of both the geometric relationship (rotation and translation) between the visible and 
thermal cameras, and the intrinsic parameters of each camera separately (focal length, coordinates of 
the principal point and coefficients for the lens distortion model). To estimate these parameters, freely 
usable programs and libraries designed to work with images in the visible spectrum were used [9]. 
For data recording and streaming, a Raspberry Pi (model 3B) was used, with customized software 
made to interface with the FLIR ONE’s data protocol and to allow the control of the recordings over 
local WiFi. All the raw data was kept for post-process analysis. 
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Thermal Data Extraction and Classification 

The signal processing techniques used for extraction and analysis of thermal signals were chosen 
to avoid both excessive delays and high computational load on the system. 

The signal extraction pipeline consisted of the following processes: 

- Face detection algorithm, applied on the visible image. In detail, the frontal face detector is based 
on histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) features and a linear SVM classifier [10]. Faces that 
appeared rotated off-axis were specifically excluded, to preserve the quality of the signals 
extracted in the later steps. 

- Facial landmarks calculation, using an implementation of One Millisecond Face Alignment with 
an Ensemble of Regression Trees [11].  

- Distance between the face and the cameras estimation. The distance was evaluated by comparing 
an average anatomical model of a face with the observed data from the calibrated visible camera.  

- ROIs calculation based on the landmarks’ geometry and signal extraction by taking basic image 
statistics for each ROI (minimum and maximum, mean and standard deviation of the 
temperatures of the pixel in the ROI). The assessed ROIs were the tip of the nose, nostrils, 
glabella and perioral areas.  

The classification of the infant’s internal state and engagement was built on foundational studies 
linking the human psychophysiological states and the modulation of nose tip temperature, with 
whereupon a decrease of temperature dynamic is linked with a sympathetic-like response, associated 
with distress or negative engagement, whereas its increase is due to a parasympathetic prevalence 
on the subject autonomic state, related with interest and positive engagement, while a stable dynamic 
is linked to a neutral engagement [4,12]. Although it was possible to extract signals from different 
ROIs, only the nose tip has been included in the real-time classification to avoid overloading of the 
data recording board. Moreover, nose tip has been demonstrated to be the most reliable region for 
detecting psychophysiological states [5,8].  

 

Figure 2. Example of analysis of thermal signals. The coordinates of the landmarks detected in the 
visible image (a) are reported on the corresponding thermal image (b). The data extracted for the 
application (c). 

3. Results  

The system validation was performed by comparing the CPM classification outcome at the end 
of each event with the corresponding response of the child. Each of the 17 children completed 6 events 
for a total amount of 102 events. The CPM module recognized a level of interest equivalent to that 
indicated by the child for 71 events out of 102. The misclassification of the levels of interest was 
mainly due to artifact movements which leaded to tracking error and noisy signal. Concerning the 
data extraction, only few samples per video were lost, since not available from visible spectrum 
camera, whilst an average of 82.75 % of the total amount of the frames was correctly tracked.  
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4. Discussion  

The presented study is aimed to endow a SR with the capability of real time assessment of the 
interlocutor’s state of engagement. By using the described algorithm, with a low resolution and low 
cost thermal camera, it was possible to understand and classify, with 70% of accuracy, the 
engagement state of the infant while interacting with an artificial agent. Moreover it was possible to 
guarantee very high performance on signal processing and a speed of extraction of the signals that 
went far beyond that of sampling rate of the thermal sensor (about 20 frames per second on an ARM-
based single board computer, or about 70 frames per second on a workstation, against a sampling 
frequency of less than 9 frames per second for the FLIR ONE thermal camera). This study opens up 
significant prospective on a reliable interaction between the artificial agent and the child by assessing 
the psychophysiological and emotional state of the child in real time and in a non-invasive fashion, 
ensuring to maintain an ecologic condition during measurements. A future improvement, whenever 
applicable, could be the combined use of fIRI with other vital signs acquired by contact devices or 
more attuned behavioral analysis, to rely on further data and ground truth on the emotional status.  
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